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Dud gave a deep sigh of relief and thrust his hand into his
pocket to make sure he had the Yeovil letter. The immediate
effect upon him of Jenny's outburst was to accentuate his
usual animal-like passivity. Not that he had totally forgotten
the spiritual illumination of Mai-Dun, but so far it had pene-
trated only the rational surface of his consciousness. A flicker
of it did, as a matter of fact, come back to him even now, but
so far it enabled him only to give a quick ironic inward glance at
the fatal inevitableness of his idiotic docility: it did not give him
the power to adopt any other method of retort!
His thrusting his fingers into his pocket, however, and their
consequent contact with the Yeovil letter caused him to' wonder
whether Jenny Dearth knew more than he did of the relations
between Wizzie and those Circus people. But she couldn't,
surely, have spoken in that tone if she had! The more she
knew of those people the more she must realize what a good
turn he had done Wizzie by rescuing her. She talked of the
"cause" of Wizzie's nervous irritability. The cause of it was in
his pocket now—her mysterious fear of Old Funky and Mummy
Urgan!
He looked at Mrs. Dearth closely. The woman's anger was
gone. But though her face was no longer handsome and human,
it was not quite itself.
"Well, up you go to Wizzie," she said. "Tell her I'll bring
the tray in a few minutes!'5
He got up obediently. "I'm sorry, Jenny," he said speaking
in a rather high-pitched tone, and with a sort of airy emphasis
of impressive candour, "I'm sorry if I didn't do any good by
my 'meddling,' as you call it. Perhaps if everyone treated my
ways as drastically as you do I would begin to change. Per-
haps anyhow I'll begin to change! I give you my word of
honour Fve thought of it. Something must change—I can see
that. There must be some sort of a Primum Mobile and some
sort of a Prime Mover, or there wouldn't be any"—he was
going to say "Evolution," but he knew Jenny would take that
as a piece of malice, so he said "Progress" instead, and leaving
this brisk word behind him, like a puff of gun-smoke in Mrs.
Dearth's kitchen, he nodded his farewell to her and went out
into the entrance hall.
It was lucky that in doing this he shut the kitchen-door be-
hind him; for to Ms surprise—though not to his very great

